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Perspectives on Cyber Power 
We live in a world where global efforts to provide access to cyber resources 

and the battles for control of cyberspace are intensifying. In this series, leading 
international experts explore key topics on cyber disputes and collaboration. 
Written by practitioners and renowned scholars who are leaders in their 
fields, the publications provide original and accessible overviews of subjects 
about cyber power, conflict, and cooperation.

As a venue for dialogue and study about cyber power and its relationship 
to national security, military operations, economic policy, and other strategic 
issues, this series aims to provide essential reading for senior military leaders, 
professional military education students, and interagency, academic, and 
private-sector partners. These intellectually rigorous studies draw on a range 
of contemporary examples and contextualize their subjects within the broader 
defense and diplomacy landscapes.

These and other Cyber Papers are available via the AU Press website at  
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/AUPress/.

https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/AUPress/Publications/
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Abstract
The discourse on cyber deterrence is a melting pot of ideas, concepts, and 

experiments meant to continuously twist, bend, and refine our understanding, 
from the conflict dynamics playing out in cyberspace to the psychological 
deterrence effects taking root inside the human mind. At least, that is how it 
ought to be. With the exception of persistent engagement, cyber deterrence 
thinking has to a large degree treaded intellectual water due to the absence of 
access to operational data and insights into the tactical decision-making pro-
cesses. To circumvent this substantial gap, academics have turned to recycling 
and transposing known deterrence mechanisms onto the cyber domain to 
mimic known behavioral outcomes elsewhere. Overall, those efforts have had 
limited practical success or could even be considered counterproductive for 
creating a deterrence theory applicable to cyberspace. This paper is a correcting 
effort to disentangle the ongoing academic discussions. It critically reflects on 
mechanism outcomes, shortfalls, and misconceptions and explains when 
cyber deterrence is successful and when it is not. It also outlines potential re-
search avenues, policies, and access requirements that will likely help to ascer-
tain the deterrence effects we so desperately crave to create in cyberspace. 
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The Rise and Death of Cyber Deterrence

Twenty- five years ago, James Der Derian, now director of the Centre for 
International Security Studies at the University of Sydney, coined the term 
cyber deterrence in his 1994 Wired piece on the US Army’s Desert Hammer 
VI war- game exercise.1 But far from outlining “how an adversary can be de-
terred in cyberspace,” Der Derian’s term described the Army’s fusing of “me-
dia voyeurism, technological exhibitionism, and strategic simulations” for 
creating a hyper- digitalized image of US military dominance across the three 
traditional war- fighting domains.2 In the aftermath of Desert Storm—which 
saw the baptizing of stealth technology, precision- guided ammunition, and 
the unprecedented access of embedded journalists in combat operations—
this definition of cyber deterrence made perfect sense, as deterrence logics 
are fundamentally intertwined with human psychology.

Fast- forward 25 years and cyber deterrence—like many other cyber 
terms—has an entirely different meaning. Today, it predominately describes 
a wide array of meatspace (physical world) theories and mechanisms that 
were transposed into the cyber domain, including long- standing inter- 
national relations theories, criminological methodologies, and techniques 
inherent to psychological warfare. Der Derian’s original definition presently 
rests in the latter category, so far receiving little recognition within the wider 
field of cyber deterrence research.

It is unclear when exactly the academic discussion on deterring adversar-
ies in cyberspace fermented. As far as the literature is concerned, the bulk of 
journal articles, book chapters, and research reports on the specific terms 
“cyber deterrence/cyberdeterrence” emerged during the Kosovo conflict in 
1998–99, with a rapid increase after the distributed denial- of- service (DDoS) 
attacks against Estonia in 2007 (fig. 1).

Yet, looking at the technical dynamics underlying the concept of conflict in 
cyberspace, various aspects now inherent to the thinking on cyber deterrence 
have always been closely linked to continuous software and hardware develop-
ments, the expanding reach of the internet, and the evolution of the World 
Wide Web. Thus, while cyber deterrence as a strategic concept may not have 
existed in name prior to 1994, its elements featured prominently in practice—
starting in the 1970s with the first self- propagating worm (Creeper) that was 
killed by a worm (Reaper) and the rise of the antivirus software industry in 
the mid-1980s.3
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aAnnual JSTOR search results for the terms “cyber deterrence,” “cyberdeterrence,” and “cyber” and “deterrence.” During 
the write- up of this paper, JSTOR improved its search algorithm, so it is now possible to search for the exact term “cyber 
deterrence” when put in quotation marks. This was previously not possible. The logic of including the search results for 
“cyber” and “deterrence” was derived from also trying to capture sentences and logical connections over several pages 
that touch upon cyber deterrence without specifically using the words “cyber deterrence” or “cyberdeterrence.” The an-
nual division was attained by searching for the keywords from 2000/01 to 2000/12 (year/month). Additionally, the search 
was performed with the “access type” switched to “all content” to capture even those publications JSTOR includes in its 
search results that are inaccessible through the JSTOR subscription. The methodology has several shortcomings, which, 
although significant, the author deems sufficient for estimating the growth and decline of the usage of the terms “cyber 
deterrence” and “cyberdeterrence.”

Figure 1. Journal articles, book chapters, and research reports on “cyber deter-
rence,” “cyberdeterrence,” and “cyber” and “deterrence” (as of January 2022)

Overall, the strategic discussions on cyber deterrence were—and still are—
largely hindered by the absence of military- to- military conflict in cyberspace.4 
As a case in point, activities in cyberspace during the 1998–99 Kosovo 
conflict—widely anointed as the first “Internet war”—were entirely “fought” 
by patriotic hackers targeting NATO government officials with malware- 
ridden emails, conducting DDoS attacks against NATO email servers, and 
defacing US government websites.5 During the same time frame, the FBI’s 
investigation into the Russian- linked Operation Moonlight Maze also kicked 
off the “dawn of nation- state digital espionage,” as characterized by Kaspersky 
Lab.6 In both instances, cyber deterrence took shape in the form of incident 
mitigation, then the sole responsibility of system administrators, and cyber-
criminal investigations, severely hindered at the time by analytical hurdles 
and legal constraints in tackling cross- border crime. The militarization of 
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cyberspace—and with it, cyber deterrence as currently envisioned by defense 
planners and military strategists—gradually developed in reaction to the in-
creasing number and severity of advanced persistent threat (APT) actor cam-
paigns.7 Hence, the concept of cyber deterrence as it is now understood likely 
originated sometime between 2006—when the term APT was coined by Greg 
Rattray—and the DDoS attacks against Estonia in 2007.8

Figure 1 pinpoints that the academic discussion on cyber deterrence ac-
celerated around 2007 and peaked 11 years later with 759 publications in 
2018. Scholarly output on the topic rapidly declined in the following years to 
the extent that in 2021, only 368 journal articles, book chapters, and research 
reports discussed cyber deterrence. To some degree, the academic death of 
cyber deterrence echoes the rise of the concept of persistent engagement, 
whose theoretical foundations were laid by Richard Harknett and Emily 
Goldman in 2016.9 However, to a much larger degree, the academic discus-
sion on cyber deterrence has effectively been treading intellectual water for 
the past decade in substance and functional output.10

Cyber Deterrence Theory or Causal Expectations?
The discourse on cyber deterrence can be roughly divided into two parts: 

identifying deterrence aims and highlighting ways and means of achieving 
them. Within this field, academic research centers on the feasibility of strate-
gic deterrence through the application of international relations theories to 
the cyber domain. That is, it generally does not touch upon the operational art 
of cyber, such as how militaries defend, fight, and win in cyberspace.11 To a 
large extent, academia cannot be blamed for this blind spot. Militaries every-
where have done a poor job of engaging the academic community on the 
topic of cyber deterrence to begin with. In most instances, this nonengage-
ment is due to (1) military leaders not knowing if cyber deterrence is a work-
able concept, (2) the highly classified nature of the operational art of cyber, 
and (3) the likelihood that deterrence tactics are built from the bottom up 
versus from the top down, as the technical expertise resides with the opera-
tors sitting in front of the keyboard and not the military brass.

Over the past decade, this technical disconnect has resulted in two founda-
tional academic discussions that remain unresolved. First, is cyber war in its 
strictly violent form possible? And second, is strategic signaling in cyberspace 
as a central element of deterrence feasible?12 On both issues, the classified 
nature of offensive cyber operations and the lack of comprehensive case stud-
ies on the topic have resulted in the rather awkward situation that academics 
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overwhelmingly react to developments in cyberspace rather than conceptu-
ally leaping ahead of them.

Another downside to the dominance of international relations thinking in 
the field is the creation of several underdeveloped cyber deterrence research 
silos that encapsulate distinctly different views, such as the fields of criminology 
(deterring cybercrime), psychology (deterring information warfare), intelli-
gence studies (deterring cyber espionage), and computer sciences (deterring 
network disruptions). This fragmentation has led Aaron F. Brantly, assistant 
professor in the Department of Political Science at Virginia Polytech and State 
University, to argue that the main challenge is not defining deterrence in 
cyberspace but “understand[ing] the role digital technologies play in the 
broader scope of interstate deterrence.”13

If Brantly is right, then academia must resolve one fundamental question: 
Are the discussions on cyber deterrence based on sound theoretical thought 
emanating from knowledge and experimentation gathered from inside the 
cyber domain, or are we merely transposing deterrence mechanisms onto the 
cyber domain to mimic known behavioral outcomes elsewhere? Specifically, 
if cyber deterrence theories substantially borrow from outside the cyber do-
main, then are they really “cyber” theories?

For military planners and strategists, this question might seem irrelevant 
because “deterrence has always been widely practiced against all potential 
threats to state interests as a matter of necessity.”14 But for academics, under-
standing how, why, and when deterrence works is an evolutionary process. As 
Robert Jervis indicated in 1979, “good theories do not spring full- blown from 
the minds of a few scholars. Rather, they develop as people test them and 
examine their internal dynamics and causal linkages.”15 Deterrence theory it-
self is probably the best example to showcase this process, as it has evolved 
along at least four distinctive research waves—with a fifth one emerging. The 
first wave kicked off immediately after World War II when the strategic impli-
cations of nuclear weapons became apparent. The second wave was deeply 
engrained in game theory and bargaining tactics to gain insights into “the 
ways an actor manipulates threats to harm others in order to coerce them into 
doing what he desires.”16 Starting in the 1970s, the third wave filled the largely 
deductive theories of the previous waves with statistical and case study methods 
to empirically test deterrence theory, stressing that it “needed to be modified 
with regard to risk taking, rewards, probabilities, misperceptions, and domes-
tic and bureaucratic politics.”17 The fourth wave accelerated after 9/11 and, 
according to Jeffrey Knopf, reflected “a change from a focus on relatively sym-
metrical situations of mutual deterrence to a greater concern with what have 
come to be called asymmetric threats”—including terrorism, rogue states, 
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and cyberspace operations.18 The fifth and latest research wave, still in its em-
bryonic stage, centers on the concept of resilience to deter and cope with the 
myriad complex, networked, and distributed security threats in today’s glo-
balized world.19

Now, cyber deterrence as a theory languishes between the first and second 
waves due to the absence of large empirical data sets, comprehensive case 
studies, and substantial play- by- play technical insights. Consequently, the 
academic discussions on cyber deterrence are overwhelmingly deductive, re-
ductive, and superficial and have led to a range of arguments. These include 
deterrence in cyberspace does not exist, it has more in common with prevent-
ing cybercrime, it necessitates continuous persistent engagement wherever 
the adversary moves, and it can work only in the context of a “whole of govern-
ment” approach that also comprises sanctions, indictments, and diplomatic 
démarches.20

On the other hand, cyber deterrence as a mechanism is inherent to the 
fourth and fifth deterrence waves. That is, it is rooted in the wealth of knowl-
edge emerging from traditional deterrence theory and thus, according to in-
ternational relations theorists, needs only to be adapted and refined to the 
new challenges of today. Cyber deterrence mechanisms therefore do not ne-
cessitate the creation of an entirely new deterrence theory, nor do theorists 
recognize cyberspace as a unique domain. Consequently, within the fourth 
wave, cyber deterrence is closely aligned with the question of how to deter 
terrorism. This connection led Uri Tor to adapt the idea of cumulative deter-
rence to cyberspace by mirroring the Israeli experience in fighting violent 
extremist organizations.21

Meanwhile, in the context of the fifth wave, cyber deterrence mechanisms 
align closely with the cybersecurity paradigm of resilience, for example, pre-
paring for compromise and defending in- depth rather than focusing on pe-
rimeter defense. However, if recovery and defending inside a network are 
used to essentially absorb an attack, then the original premise of deterrence—
coercion and discouraging an attack—is left unfulfilled. Resilience does not 
tackle the original deterrence problem of why a system or network was targeted, 
infected, and breached. Nevertheless, a resilient network might under certain 
circumstances create deterrence effects, particularly if the same adversary is 
tasked to breach the same network again (repetition). But even a resilient 
network is unlikely to deter the exfiltration of sensitive data, temporary net-
work disruption, or campaigns aimed at physical destruction.

As far as this author is concerned, cyber deterrence theory and its continu-
ous development currently exist only at the tactical and operational levels. 
Operators are still experimenting with what does and doesn’t work in terms 
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of developing capability, creating and controlling fires and effects, signaling, 
determining adversarial courses of action (i.e., shaping behavior), and so 
forth. Cyber deterrence mechanisms, conversely, are an integral part of the 
strategic- level discussions pertaining to controlling conflict and maintaining 
stability in a multi- domain world. Thus, the fundamental barrier to progress 
in cyber deterrence research is the absence of insights into the evolution of 
thought and ideas at the operational level for the sake of connecting the stra-
tegic decision- making process with the tactical and operational actions taken 
in cyberspace and vice versa. While this gap persists, the discussions on cyber 
deterrence will stall and likely veer increasingly into the wrong direction due 
to inadequate evidence and poor analysis that might result in ineffective—if 
not even counterproductive—outcomes down the road.

The academic field is already struggling with elemental knowledge prob-
lems. They include analytical outputs derived from low- quality cyber conflict 
databases; n- studies conducted with non- operators to map and predict esca-
lation dynamics; DDoS, phishing emails, and pings misclassified as cyber- 
attacks; and exploits mischaracterized as cyber weapons. If cyber deterrence 
becomes an integral part of this already long list, then policy makers and mili-
tary planners could make decisions based on fundamental theoretical mis- 
understandings and misconceptions. It is our task to stem the tide and prevent 
this outcome. This paper is part of that correcting effort.

Cyber Deterrence Theory?
So far, one question looms large above the entire cyber deterrence debate 

in the field of international relations. Can cyber deterrence theory exist with-
out a clear understanding of what distinct adversarial activities governments 
seek to deter in the first place? For instance, should they deter DDoS attacks, 
ransomware campaigns, and cyber espionage efforts? Or should only activi-
ties that create a significant effect synonymous to an armed attack be deterred? 
If we extend this question further, we need to ask whether these adversarial 
activities ought to be separated along nation- state conduct, non- nation state 
conduct, and the varying degrees of relationship, control, and mission tasking 
that exist between state and non- state entities and individuals. Yet the further 
we go down this road, the blurrier the dividing lines become. In the end, we 
are left with only one choice: deter everything—no matter what, no matter 
who, no matter where.

This approach is synonymous with how law enforcement is combatting 
cybercrime. Practical deterrence mechanisms include everything from rais-
ing awareness and providing alternative career paths to first offenders to law 
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enforcement posting threatening messages on hacker forums, breaching the 
infrastructure of cybercriminal networks, and conducting coordinated global 
takedown operations against organized cybercriminal groups.22 Fundamen-
tally, though, law enforcement does not engage in a detailed discussion about 
whether carding, ransomware, or business email compromise campaigns 
should be deterred or whether there is a level of cybercriminal activity that 
should go undeterred. All criminal activities fall into the remit of law enforce-
ment and must be deterred. The luxury of choice does not—or should not—
exist. Therefore, for law enforcement, the question is not whether cybercrime 
can be deterred— which largely goes unquestioned—but how to deter it more 
effectively, holistically, and persistently across all accessible jurisdictions.

Notwithstanding, even Europol notes in its Serious and Organised Crime 
Threat Assessment (SOCTA) 2021 that “the experience[s] of law enforcement 
authorities have shown that even successful and far- reaching disruption of 
criminal networks has little long- term consequence for the overall activities 
of organised crime.”23 Other research silos have—as of this writing—shied 
away from reaching this inevitable conclusion. The field of intelligence stud-
ies, for example, is still undecided about whether cyber espionage should and 
can be deterred. Even further behind is the field of psychology, so far entirely 
avoiding a discussion of whether information warfare (i.e., disinformation 
and propaganda campaigns) should and can be deterred at all.

And yet while the overarching question as to what adversarial activities we 
want to and should deter remains crucial, it is and will always be a matter of 
policy and politics and not deterrence theory. The only question a cyber de-
terrence theory in the field of international relations ought to concern itself 
with is this: Does deterrence work in and through cyberspace? As of this writ-
ing, this question has not been fully investigated to produce a definite answer. 
Speaking at the Aspen Security Forum 2021, Gen Paul Nakasone, USA, head 
of US Cyber Command, stated that traditional military deterrence “is a model 
that does not comport to cyberspace.”24 However, he also stressed that “we are 
still a learning organization. How the deterrence model is going to play out and 
how much of the competition space influences what adversaries are doing . . . 
we are still learning.”25

Cyber Deterrence Mechanisms
Despite the academic shortcoming on the theory side, six deterrence 

mechanisms (not theories) have emerged over the years that have been trying 
to influence and outline the underlying dynamics for how deterrence in cyber-
space might work in practice.26 These are (1) deterrence by denial, (2) deterrence 
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by delegitimization, (3) deterrence by punishment, (4) deterrence by entan-
glement, (5) deterrence by reputation, and (6) cross- domain deterrence.

Deterrence by Denial

Deterrence by denial is the earliest and most basic mechanism for deter-
ring adversaries in cyberspace. It largely rests on the field of cybersecurity, 
encompassing defining and implementing security standards, segregating 
networks, constantly monitoring traffic, and enhancing “an organization’s 
ability to maintain, change or recover technology- dependent operational 
capability.”27 The overall aim of deterrence by denial is to decrease an attack-
er’s probability of success by reducing a system’s attack surface and limiting an 
adversary’s breakout time and lateral movement within a network. Concern-
ing international relations theory, deterrence by denial centers on disrupting 
an adversary’s cost- benefit calculation to the degree that it either disincentivizes 
an attack due to the increased likelihood of failure or the subsequent exhaus-
tion of an attacker’s time, patience, and/or resources.28 Deterrence by denial 
primarily differs from cybersecurity in that the former is a mechanism of stra-
tegic signaling while the latter is a societal need in line with the increasing 
reliance on technology.

The first problem with applying deterrence by denial to the cyber domain 
is that adversaries across the threat spectrum likely calculate cost- benefits dif-
ferently over space and time—if calculating them at all. These adversarial dif-
ferences can stem from capability and capacity considerations, the level of 
organizational maturity, mission success requirements, targeted or general 
fire and effects, and a host of other factors that constrain, define, and charac-
terize adversarial behavior.29 The same cost- benefit problem likewise exists on 
the other end, with network defenders having a hard time quantifying the 
cost- benefit of each cybersecurity action taken. Gerald Willard, senior tech-
nical leader at the National Security Agency (NSA)/Central Security Service 
(CSS) Threat Operations Center, assessed that “in the cybersecurity world 
there are almost always tradeoffs,” but “most network defenders believe that 
all security measures result in good consequences.”30 However, outcomes can 
include securing a network to the degree that users search for loopholes and 
work- arounds to make their life easier; anti- phishing training and email fil-
ters provide a false sense of trust, knowledge, and expertise; and users believe 
that the features and technologies of the latest upgrade install will eliminate 
misconfigurations debt, legacy debt, and a larger attack surface.31 Cultural dif-
ferences also come to play in prudently securing a system. Robert M. Lee, 
CEO of Dragos, delineates the cultural differences between information 
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technology (IT) and operational technology (OT): “When the IT security 
people come in, the first thing they want to do is patch a system when they 
really should be asking why. What am I trying to derive value on? What risk 
am I trying to reduce? Patching has taken down more oil and power sites than 
Iran, China, and Russia combined.”32

From a causal relationship point of view, it is also questionable whether a 
secure system—say an air- gapped laptop stored behind walls and walls of 
steel- reinforced concrete—deters anyone or adversely attracts the most per-
sistent and skilled attackers. The available data does not show a correlation 
between cybersecurity investment and the number or probability of breaches. 
In essence, nobody knows how to achieve a reasonable return on investment 
or has any idea of how much to spend on cybersecurity.33 Overall, the sheer 
dynamics and complexity of constantly protecting changing systems, net-
works, programs, and supply chains against an infinite number of vulnerabili-
ties and evolving attack vectors is staggeringly difficult—if not impossible—to 
achieve in a globalized world. Generally, deterrence by denial works best for 
sparsely populated nation- states with a minimal digital footprint that are 
largely disconnected from the outside world (e.g., North Korea) and are de 
facto unattainable for densely populated, highly digitalized countries at the 
epicenter of the technological revolution (e.g., US, China). In a similar vein, 
RAND’s Martin Libicki observed a decade ago that “none of this says that 
defenses are pointless, but claims that they may discourage cyberattack at-
tempts need to be viewed cautiously.”34

Deterrence by Delegitimization

Deterrence by delegitimization, also known as naming and shaming, has 
its wider origin in the governmental deliberations on creating norms and 
rules for state behavior in cyberspace (e.g., UN’s Group of Governmental Ex-
perts [GGE] and Open- Ended Working Group [OEWG]) and the academic 
discussions on the applicability of international law to the cyber domain (e.g., 
the two Tallinn Manuals). The overall aim of this process is threefold: create a 
general principle of restraint, raise the reputational costs of bad behavior, and 
shrink the battlespace to encompass only military combatants in line with the 
law of armed conflict. While numerous states and international organizations 
have been pushing this narrative for more than a decade, only a handful of 
governments have publicly attributed normative violations of international 
law to a particular individual, group, or nation- state. As it currently stands, 
the Five Eyes are the predominant countries to have engaged in coordinated 
public attribution behavior. Notably, they called out Russian military intelligence 
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for the NotPetya campaign and the close hacking operation against the Or-
ganisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) (in coopera-
tion with the Dutch government). They also blamed the Chinese Ministry of 
State Security for the APT10 and APT40 campaigns in 2018 and 2021, respec-
tively (in cooperation with the Japanese government).35 According to the in-
terpretation of the Five Eyes, public attribution yields overall positive returns 
with attackers “sometimes” altering their behavior.36 Indeed, the overwhelm-
ing majority of APTs refine their tactics, techniques, and procedures when 
exposed to the public, and some even opt to share parts of their tooling and 
infrastructure with other groups to muddy the waters and confuse defenders. 
But so far, only one threat actor—APT3/Boyusec—has entirely vanished after 
being doxed in April and May 2017 by the anonymous group known as Intru-
sions Truth.37 In fact, the most resounding success in public attribution has 
not been the result of a coordinated diplomatic push at the international level 
or a multilateral effort by the Five Eyes but of a non- state actor likely fed up 
with the all too cautious and slow government public attribution efforts.

Deterrence by Punishment

Despite being the most widely discussed approach, the concept of deter-
rence by punishment is still in its infancy in theory and practice. If we accept 
the logic of the Tallinn Manual and the discussions on norms in cyberspace 
related to offensive cyber operations, then deterrence by punishment is only 
acceptable if leveraged in self- defense in reaction to a nation- state cyber op-
eration that resulted—or is expected to result—in severe harm.38 Subse-
quently, when the attack is confidently attributed to another state, “the victim 
state may respond forcefully in self- defense [within a proximate temporal 
range] so long as doing so is consistent with the criteria of necessity and 
proportionality.”39 In theory, deterrence by punishment is fraught with all 
kinds of nit- picky problems that essentially make it impractical for a defender 
to respond appropriately. These include the prioritization of immediate inci-
dent remediation over concerns of attribution, the inherent uncertainty of the 
initial attribution assessments, and conflicting interpretations of the meaning 
of proportionality, distinction, necessity, humanity, and military advantage in 
the military targeting process for cyberattack response.

In practice, however, deterrence by punishment comes down to one simple 
thing: “You hurt me, I’m going to hurt you worse. I have the tools to do it, and 
if you don’t believe me, then step over the line,” as stated by Gen Paul J. Selva, 
former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.40 The discrepancy between 
these two lines of thought encapsulates the persisting political and legal friction 
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between the question of how a state would have to respond to avoid escalation 
in cyberspace (i.e., respecting legal parameters and trying to maintain overall 
stability) versus how a state would like to respond to deter in cyberspace (i.e., 
disproportionally, imposing dominance to avoid creating an escalation lad-
der). Given the few examples of offensive military cyber operations that have 
caused serious harm and would illicit an armed response, academic research 
on controlling escalation dynamics in cyberspace is largely still theory 
driven and error prone. Herb Lin at Stanford’s Center for International Secu-
rity and Cooperation summarized the situation aptly when he noted that “al-
though existing theories of escalation dynamics and conflict termination may 
serve as useful points of departure, what is understood very poorly today is 
how these theories may apply in cyberspace.”41

In defiance to the uncertainties surrounding escalation dynamics, Harknett 
and Goldman argued in 2016 that cyberspace is an offense- persistent strate-
gic environment. That is, “the defense cannot win strategically alone; at best, 
the contest will result in a draw. The defense can achieve tactical and opera-
tional success, but the offense will persist, the contact with the enemy will 
remain constant, and the defense will need to adjust as the terrain to defend 
and the vectors to attack evolve.”42 One year later, Harknett and Fischerkeller 
made the case for persistent engagement in that “the cyberspace operational 
domain calls for a strategy of cyber persistence, a strategy based upon the use 
of [cyber operations, activities, and actions] (as opposed to the threat of force) 
to generate through persistent operational contact (as opposed to avoiding 
contact) continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage in cyber-
space so that the United States could ultimately deliver direct effects in, 
through, and from cyberspace at a time and place of its choosing.”43 In 2018, 
US Cyber Command (USCC) essentially adopted the logics of persistent en-
gagement through its endorsement of the concept of defending forward by 
declaring that “superiority through persistence seizes and maintains the ini-
tiative in cyberspace by continuously engaging and contesting adversaries 
and causing them uncertainty wherever they maneuver.”44

Since then, USCC and the NSA have embarked on tactical avenues to op-
erationalize persistent engagement. One of those publicly known endeavors is 
Operation Synthetic Theology, which included directly messaging operatives 
working for Russian military intelligence and temporarily disrupting the Inter-
net Research Agency (IRA) in the run- up to the 2018 US midterm elections.45 
Another is an operation against Trickbot that poisoned the configuration files 
on its command- and- control servers in an effort to reduce its potential im-
pact on the 2020 US presidential election.46 General Nakasone also testified 
before the Senate Armed Services Committee that US Cyber Command 
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conducted “more than two dozen” operations to counter foreign attempts to 
interfere with or influence the 2020 elections.47 As of this writing, it is unclear 
whether other USCC operations fall under the umbrella of persistent engage-
ment as well. One example is USCC’s operation in June 2019 against an “Ira-
nian intelligence group that American officials believe helped plan the attacks 
against oil tankers,” an operation in September 2019 that took aim at Tehran’s 
ability to spread propaganda and supposedly affected physical hardware. An-
other instance is USCC’s offensive operation in September 2021 against the 
Russia- based REvil ransomware group in the aftermath of the attacks against 
Colonial Pipeline and JBS beef plants.48 Overall, the publicly known USCC 
operations paint a picture of targeted engagements timed to disrupt or halt an 
expected or ongoing adversarial campaign. This strategy stands in stark con-
trast to the theoretical objective of persistent engagement, which aims to 
continuously engage and contest adversaries to create uncertainty wherever 
they maneuver.

Another confusing point that needs clarification is the case Harknett and 
Fischerkeller make for persistent engagement because “deterrence is not a 
credible strategy for cyberspace” due to the “domain’s unique characteristics.”49 
Yet the 2020 US Cyberspace Solarium Commission has advocated for a new 
strategic approach it calls “layered cyber deterrence,” which in the commission’s 
own words fundamentally builds on defend forward—a “posture impl[ying] 
persistent engagement with adversaries as part of an overall integrated effort 
to apply every authority, access, and capability possible to the defense of cyber-
space in a manner consistent with international law.”50 Commission members 
have largely glossed over the obvious tension of including persistent engage-
ment in a national cyber deterrence strategy by shifting the focus to authorities, 
accesses, and capabilities or, in other words, deterrence mechanisms.51

Fitting into this confusion is the 2021 paper “Deterrence by Denial in 
Cyberspace” by Erica Borghard and Shawn Lonergan. It makes the case that 
deterrence by denial comprises two components: denial and defense. The 
defense component is purely defensive, and the denial component is geared 
toward denying an adversary battlefield success. Taking the denial component, 
Borghard and Lonergan then proceed to build an argument for a deterrence 
by denial posture that fundamentally hinges on conducting “counter- cyber 
operations that target adversary offensive cyber capabilities and the infra-
structure and organizations that enable it.”52 As Borghard and Lonergan 
themselves admit, “the DoD’s concept of defend forward is the closest alle-
gory in practice to this approach to denial.”53 Curiously though, while 
Borghard and Lonergan note that persistent engagement threw “the deter-
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rence baby out with the bathwater,” they omit that defend forward is funda-
mentally based on persistent enagagement to begin with.54

Lastly, it is unclear whether, theoretically, persistent engagement can mimic 
long- term deterrence effects as a side product. As it stands, the IRA and Trickbot 
regenerated, and Iran likely also regenerated its capabilities in the aftermath 
of USCC’s operations.55 From the public evidence available, it is uncertain 
whether USCC’s operations had a deterrent effect—or maybe created enmity 
as a counterproductive result—and to what degree USCC’s activities were 
able to shape adversarial behavior and thinking.

Deterrence by Entanglement

Deterrence by entanglement was most prominently articulated by Joseph 
Nye in his 2017 paper “Deterrence and Dissuasion in Cyberspace.”56 The theory 
of entanglement rests largely on the unresolved international relations discus-
sions as to whether state- to- state interdependencies facilitate or mitigate 
interstate conflict.57 Nye posits that within the broader framework of cyber 
deterrence, a strategy of entanglement would simultaneously impose serious 
costs on the attacker and the victim. Leveraged in practice, a state would thus 
seek to “enhance benefits such that it creates a disincentive and minimizes 
risk seeking by an adversary.”58

The fundamental problem with entanglement is that there is currently no 
example that would support its applicability to the dynamics in cyberspace. 
The Snowden revelations show that long- standing allies spy on each no matter 
their interdependencies elsewhere.59 Existing economic interdependencies 
between the US and China also did not prevent the rapid collapse of the 2015 
Obama- Xi agreement. According to the APT40 indictment, “approximately 
one month after China’s President committed to the United States that its govern-
ment would not conduct or knowingly support cyber- enabled theft of intel-
lectual property . . . , members of the conspiracy installed PHOTO malware 
on a system operated by [an aircraft servicing company headquartered in 
New Jersey] and later stole proprietary data related to fire- suppression sys-
tems and other data.”60 In April 2018, Adm Philip Davidson, head of US Indo- 
Pacific Command, stated that Beijing was snatching anything not nailed 
down—“stealing technology in just about every domain and trying to use it to 
their advantage.”61 By November that year, the Obama- Xi agreement was ef-
fectively dead.62 According to Priscilla Moriuchi, former lead of NSA’s East 
Asia and Pacific cyber threats office, it was unclear whether China ever really 
took its commitments under the agreement seriously.63
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Equally, the deployment of Triton against Saudi Arabia’s Petro Rabigh oil 
refinery in 2017 undermines the deterrence by entanglement logic.64 Dubbed 
“the world’s most murderous malware” by MIT Technology Review, Triton was 
specifically designed to disable the protection systems of industrial control 
systems to facilitate physical accidents and bodily harm.65 In October 2018, 
security firm FireEye assessed with “high confidence that intrusion activity 
that led to deployment of TRITON was supported by the Central Scientific 
Research Institute of Chemistry and Mechanics, a Russian government- 
owned technical research institution located in Moscow.”66 Yet, while Moscow 
deployed Triton against the Kingdom and Western countries shunned Saudi 
Arabia over the brutal murder of Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi, 
it also sent a Russian trade delegation of 30 top executives to participate in the 
Kingdom’s “Davos of the Desert” investment conference. As Russian presi-
dent Vladimir Putin proclaimed at the time, “in truth, we do not know what 
happened [with Jamal Khashoggi]. . . . So why should we take any steps that 
could harm our relations with Saudi Arabia?”67 Talking to Wired, Andrea 
Kendall- Taylor, former deputy national intelligence officer for Russia and 
Eurasia at the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), asserted 
that “Moscow’s targeting of Saudi Arabia is inconsistent with my understand-
ing of Russia’s geopolitical goals.”68

In a more recent example, Crowdstrike detected activities of hackers with 
suspected links to the North Korean regime (i.e., Lazarus/Stardust Chollima) 
targeting Chinese security researchers “in an apparent attempt to steal their 
hacking techniques and use them as their own.”69 Beijing and Pyongyang have 
had a defensive alliance treaty since 1961—the only defense treaty China and 
North Korea have with any country—and friendly economic relations with 
Beijing remain vital to the survival of the North Korean regime. Accordingly, 
one ought to seriously question whether even Beijing would buy into Nye’s 
assertion that entanglement in cyberspace is a workable concept.70

In the end, all four examples outlined above are bound only by simple 
logic: no matter the level of entanglement in real space, there are no friends 
in cyberspace.

Deterrence by Reputation

Deterrence by reputation is a well- established concept in traditional deter-
rence theory but is rarely, if ever, covered in the context of cyberspace. In his 
1966 work Arms and Influence, Thomas Schelling makes the contentious argu-
ment that a country’s image “is one of the few things worth fighting over . . . 
[because] it is a country’s reputation for action, the expectations other coun-
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tries have about its behavior.”71 That is, reputation and the resolve to deter 
are formed through past- iterated encounters—and the expectation of future 
crises—between the same two actors.

In the context of the cyber domain, the US, for example, threw down the 
gauntlet at Iran in 2009 with the deployment of Stuxnet against the nuclear 
facility in Natanz. Similarly, the Russian Federation drastically reshaped its 
own image with the intrusion into the Democratic National Convention 
(DNC) and the subsequent information warfare campaign against the 2016 
US presidential election. In terms of deterrence by reputation, the US govern-
ment clearly conveyed the message that its intelligence agencies are sophisti-
cated and could infect and physically damage any system no matter how 
deeply it was buried underground—technically, nothing was out Washing-
ton’s reach. If Iran wanted to compete with the US on these terms, it was 
surely destined to fail—or so the story goes. The Russian government in turn 
proved it could run a successful information warfare campaign against the 
only remaining military superpower and get away with it. Moscow’s reputa-
tion was subsequently hyped to such an extent that its information warfare 
capabilities were seen as almost magical powers able to influence anything, 
anywhere, for pennies and nickels. In terms of deterrence by reputation, Moscow 
clearly signaled to Washington its asymmetric superiority in the information 
warfare space and the willingness to use its capabilities offensively to destabi-
lize societies and political systems during peacetime. As Libicki explained, 
“As long as other countries believe we can do magic, what we can actually do 
matters less for deterrence purposes.”72

Yet, to date, few research efforts have been made to deepen our under-
standing about whether reputational aspects reinforce defensive behavioral 
choices or self- restrain offensive actions in cyberspace. For instance, has the 
NSA’s Tailored Access Operation team developed a self- image that now results 
in running sophisticated attacks against targets although simpler measures 
would achieve the same results? And similarly, for the Iranian side, has the US 
reputation in cyberspace deterred or reinforced Tehran’s efforts to measure up 
to the US offensively or better defend themselves at home? Answers to both 
questions are likely found at the tactical and operational, not strategic, levels. 
Thus far, we have no substantial insights into how operators adapt to new at-
tack vectors and sophisticated malware code popping up in the wild. We also 
do not fully grasp whether they respect foreign adversarial teams or how 
much psychology is a factor when teams run their campaigns against foreign 
government targets. To this author, it seems that on an academic level, the 
strategic view persists that cyber operations happen in a clean, orderly envi-
ronment without any emotions involved when most likely the opposite is 
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true. Cyber operations are messy, operators become frustrated, and things 
usually never go according to plan. More research is needed to understand 
these internal dynamics and the reputational effects that teams can create and 
leverage over time when operating outside their own wire.

One example that likely affects deterrence by reputation dynamics and 
probably plays an increasing role in making deterrence by denial viable is the 
uploading of adversarial malware samples onto community platforms like Virus 
Total.73 US Cyber Command, or more specifically the Cyber National Mission 
Force (CNMF), started this initiative on November 5, 2018, to engage the in-
formation security community quickly, simply, and noncontextually to bolster 
private- sector defenses against adversaries.74 John Hultquist, director of Intel-
ligence Analysis at FireEye, stated, “What is striking about this initiative is it 
lacks many of the contextual elements of the name and shame strategy [i.e., 
deterrence by delegitimization]. Whereas that strategy involves a tremendous 
amount of context that must be scrutinized throughout the government, this 
initiative could be less encumbered by those considerations.”75 In October 
2020, the CNMF also began to use graphical images on Twitter in combina-
tion with its promotion of new adversarial malware samples uploaded on Virus 
Total to goad the Russians. One unnamed US official explained to Cyber-
Scoop, “We don’t want something they can put on T- shirt. We want some-
thing that’s in a PowerPoint their boss sees and he loses his s--- on them.”76 
Whether those goading attempts have been fruitful is currently anyone’s 
best guess.

In theory, burning adversarial tooling should create immense reputational 
and psychological effects on an adversarial team given that infrastructure and 
tooling must be (partially) abandoned, modified, or entirely redeveloped. 
However, the story of Iranian APT actor Oilrig (APT 34)—whose tooling, 
source code, and victim list were leaked on Telegram and GitHub between 
March and June 2019 in what was perhaps a CIA operation (conducted under 
the cover of a group calling itself Lab Dookhtegan)—should be a warning on 
blowback in practice.77 Not only did Oilrig partially reuse some of its old tooling 
to stay alive, but it has churned out a host of entirely new malware products 
since July 2019.78 In May 2020 for example, Oilrig became the first publicly 
known threat actor to incorporate the DNS- over- HTTPS protocol into its 
arsenal.79 By July 2020, it revised its RDAT backdoor malware with a novel 
command- and- control channel that uses steganography to hide commands 
and data in bitmap images attached to emails.80 One could assess that burning 
down Oilrig made life hellish for the Iranian team in the short term (i.e., in-
flicted severe reputational losses and substantially increased workload), but 
the team was also forced to innovate and reinvent itself in the long run (i.e., 
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continuous reputational recovery and organizational restructuring). Similar 
to the logic of taking down botnets, burning down APT infrastructure and 
tooling rarely creates a lasting impact if operators are not caught and arrested.81 
Yet even in the botnet realm, adversarial attention and the psychological ef-
fects of having your infrastructure burned down can in some rare cases move 
operators to close down their botnets voluntarily.82

There are questions that remain unresolved in this context. How do we push 
adversarial operators to the psychological threshold that makes them give up 
or reinforces carelessness and disillusionment, in turn increasing adversarial 
mistakes? What concerns of adversaries define their psychological threshold? 
Can we somehow identify the elements of that threshold and where it might be 
situated for various threat actors and individual operators? And can we create 
cascading effects to hit multiple teams in the same country/organizational 
structure? These questions largely run along the bleeding edge linking cyber-
space and the information warfare domain—connecting back to Der Derian’s 
definition of cyber deterrence as being a part of psychological warfare.

Cross- Domain Deterrence

Cross- domain deterrence describes the spectrum of strategic measures a 
nation- state is willing to leverage outside the cyber domain in reaction to an 
event inside cyberspace. Actions can range from criminal indictments of cyber 
operatives and trolling campaigns in the information warfare space to impos-
ing economic sanctions and launching retaliatory nuclear strikes.83

The primary problem with cross- domain deterrence is ascertaining 
whether such measures will deter future aggression in cyberspace or result in 
spillover effects that remove long- standing deterrence mechanisms elsewhere. 
Spearheaded by the US Department Justice (DOJ), the indictment of nation- 
state cyber operatives for crimes committed against US- based entities has be-
come the focal point to hold individuals personally liable for their actions and 
orders followed. Some analysts claim this is evidence of a concerted naming 
and shaming strategy by the US government (i.e., deterrence by delegitimiza-
tion). However, the DOJ’s overarching legal aim is, and has always been, to 
attribute attacks and hold individuals accountable in a US court—whether 
adversarial cyber operators that hit non- military targets or foreign civilians 
that hit US entities. Tonya Ugoretz, deputy assistant director of the FBI’s Cyber 
Division, aptly states, “nothing says attribution like an indictment.”84

While nation- state cyber operatives indicted by the DOJ have remained 
outside the reach of US law enforcement, two cases stand out for counter- 
intelligence purpose. Although not per se a “cyber” operative, the case of Yanjun 
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Xu, deputy division director at the Chinese Ministry of State Security’s Sixth 
Bureau in Jiangsu Province, highlights that the DOJ’s indictments of foreign 
government operatives can net results abroad. Arrested in Brussels, Belgium, 
on April 1, 2018, Xu was extradited to the United States on October 9th.85 Ac-
cording to US officials, Xu’s extradition marked the first time a Chinese spy 
has been brought to the US to face prosecution.86 On November 5, 2021, a 
federal jury convicted Xu of “conspiring and attempting to commit economic 
espionage and steal trade secrets from multiple U.S. aviation and aerospace 
companies.”87 He is currently awaiting sentencing. The second case concerns 
Vladislav Klyushin, a Russian businessman and first deputy director of cyber-
security company M-13. Klyushin was arrested in Switzerland on March 21, 
2021, on the request of US authorities who charged him with “alleged involve-
ment in a global scheme to trade on non- public information stolen from U.S. 
computer networks that netted tens of millions of dollars in illegal profits.”88 
While waiting for his extradition hearing, Swiss news outlet 24heures reported 
that former GRU (Russian intelligence agency) operative Ivan Sergeyevich 
Yermakov—wanted by the FBI for hacking into the DNC and interfering in the 
2016 US presidential election—was actually employed by M-13.89 Following 
Klyushin’s extradition to the United States in December 2021, CNN reported 
in January 2020 that according to former US officials, Klyushin “could be a 
valuable asset in US efforts to gather more information on Russian interfer-
ence in the 2016 election as well as other intelligence operations.”90 Similarly, 
Assistant US Attorney Seth B. Kosto argued at Klyushin’s pretrial hearing in 
Boston that “we do submit that he’s not simply any Russian citizen. . . . He is a 
Russian citizen who is employing a former military intelligence officer, who 
has a photograph in his internet service provider records of a medal of honor 
from the president of the Russian Federation.”91

The US Treasury Department by contrast has been leveraging targeted eco-
nomic sanctions since April 2015, when President Obama signed Executive 
Order 13694 and declared a national emergency to deal with the “increasing 
prevalence and severity of malicious cyber- enabled activities originating 
from . . . outside the United States [that] constitute an unusual and extraordi-
nary threat to the national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United 
States.”92 In December 2016, EO13757 amended EO13694 “to include an An-
nex of sanctioned persons and to expand the scope of cyber- enabled activities 
subject to sanctions.”93 Other cyber- related sanction programs followed in 
subsequent years, including EO13722, Blocking Property of the Government 
of North Korea and the Workers’ Party of Korea, and Prohibiting Certain 
Transactions With Respect to North Korea (March 2016) and the Countering 
America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (August 2017). Since then, the 
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Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has imposed cyber- related sanc-
tions on close to 200 individuals and companies hailing from China, Iran, 
North Korea, and Russia.94 Thus far, none of the countries in question have 
discernably decreased their cyber- related activities vis- à- vis the United States.

The European Union has partially emulated the US approach with EU 
Council Decision 2019/797 and Regulation 2019/796 of May 2019 on “re-
strictive measures against cyber- attacks threatening the Union or its Member 
States.”95 As of this writing, the council has imposed two cyber sanction pack-
ages that imposed asset freezes and travel restrictions on those listed. The first 
package on June 30, 2020, listed six individuals and two entities for the OPCW 
hack, WannaCry, NotPetya, and APT10’s CloudHopper campaign.96 The sec-
ond package was imposed on October 22, 2020, against two GRU officers and 
the GRU’s Unit 26165 for the 2015 Bundestag hack.97 Similar to the sanctions 
imposed by the US Treasury Department, it is currently entirely unclear what 
kind, if any, effects EU cyber sanctions produce on the adversarial end. In 
contrast to US sanctions, EU restrictive measures do not serve as a vehicle for 
public attribution, as the decision to attribute or not remains a sovereign po-
litical decision of the individual EU member states. As of this writing, the EU 
nonetheless continues to argue in document after document that sanctions 
are “intended to prevent, discourage, deter and respond to continuing and 
increasing malicious behaviour in cyberspace.”98 Probably most insightful 
when it comes to deterrence in this context is the UK’s National Cyber Strategy 
2022. It acknowledged for the first time that “the development of the autono-
mous UK cyber sanctions regime has added another disruptive tool that we 
have used to respond to incidents such as the WannaCry and NotPetya at-
tacks. However, despite all this, our approach to cyber deterrence does not yet 
seem to have fundamentally altered the risk calculus for attackers.”99

While it is indeed tempting to cross- connect preexisting deterrence frame-
works elsewhere to the cyber domain, it is highly questionable whether the 
outcome is a more robust deterrence posture in cyberspace or a weakening of 
the deterrence posture in real space. For example, connecting nuclear deter-
rence to the cyber domain is probably an area where it could in fact be desta-
bilizing or counterproductive. In January 2018, the New York Times reported 
that the language used in a draft of the 2018 US Nuclear Posture Review would 
“permit the use of nuclear weapons to respond to a wide range of devastating 
but non- nuclear attacks on American infrastructure, including what current 
and former government officials described as the most crippling kind of 
cyberattacks.”100 Amy Zegart, senior fellow at the Hoover Institution, ques-
tioned at the time, “Do we really think the United States government would 
launch a nuclear retaliatory strike after a cyberattack of how ever consequential 
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damage might be on the United States? . . . Lots of debate about that. Is that 
really a robust deterrence strategy? Probably not.”101

Similarly, Harknett and Fischerkeller argued in 2017 that expanding deter-
rence to “include threats of law enforcement penalties, sanctions, and ‘name 
and shame’ approaches—denoted as whole- of- government deterrence—
should be recognized for what it is—the addition of weaker forms of punish-
ment because robust costs cannot be credibly imposed. Adding to a menu of 
weak options does not make deterrence stronger; it only reveals its inherent 
incompatibility with the challenge of the [cyber] domain.”102

Having critically dismantled six deterrence mechanisms that have emerged 
over the past years, let us now turn to the questions of when cyber deterrence 
is deemed theoretically successful and when it is not.

When Is Cyber Deterrence Successful?
Testifying before the House Committee on Armed Services in 2017, 

RAND’s Martin Libicki carefully explained that a successful deterrence pos-
ture in cyberspace necessitates four prerequisites: (1) the ability to correctly 
attribute cyberattacks, (2) the ability to effectively communicate US redlines, 
(3) the credibility of response if those red lines are crossed, and (4) the capa-
bilities to successfully retaliate.103

To put Libicki’s theory into practice, let us consider a few simple deterrence 
scenarios between a fictional country A (the aggressor) and a fictional coun-
try B (the defender). B’s aim is to deter A’s hostile behavior in cyberspace.

First, deterrence in cyberspace succeeds if country A abstains from initiating 
hostilities against country B. A’s behavior could be due to a strategic rationale 
to avoid conflict, the negative outcome of a comprehensive cost- benefit analy-
sis, B’s ability to effectively communicate redlines, or none of the above. Lack-
ing any evidence that might explain A’s inaction, it is impossible to ascertain 
whether B’s deterrence posture worked as desired. As such, none or all of 
Libicki’s prerequisites would need to be fulfilled for this outcome to occur. 
This scenario has unfolded over the years with several researchers asserting 
that the absence of cyberattacks that cross the threshold to an armed attack is 
evidence of constraint and the functioning of deterrence in cyberspace.104 
While, logically, the absence of evidence can be considered evidence in itself, 
the absence of any theoretical underpinnings that can explain the supposed 
causal deterrence mechanisms at work creates a circular logic that delivers no 
answers at all.

Second, deterrence in cyberspace succeeds if country B responds (propor-
tionally or disproportionally) to an attack from country A (within a proxi-
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mate temporal range), and hostilities subsequently terminate. Three of 
Libicki’s prerequisites would need to be fulfilled for this deterrence scenario 
to commence. The ability of effectively communicating redlines is redundant 
after the fact. However, we have not witnessed any exchange that would fit 
into this tit- for- tat category. This absence might indicate that escalation dy-
namics work entirely different in cyberspace—if at all—or might feed into a 
different political threat perception and strategic calculus that currently does 
not yet naturally translate down to the operational end and kicking off an im-
mediate offensive response in cyberspace. Time likely moves magnitudes 
slower when it comes to decision- making processes for actions and reactions 
in cyberspace. Thus, decisions in real space and dynamics in cyberspace move 
independently from each other—in turn breaking down any escalation ladder 
before it can manifest itself. This time lag or causal disconnect would also 
explain why persistent engagement might not elicit an escalatory response or 
probably will not become entangled in an escalation ladder.105

Third, deterrence succeeds if country B responds out of domain to a cyber-
attack from country A by leveraging existing deterrence frameworks else-
where (i.e., cross- domain deterrence), and subsequent adversarial actions in 
cyberspace terminate. All four of Libicki’s prerequisites would need to be ful-
filled for this scenario to occur. However, if, for instance, country B responds 
with economic sanctions or criminal indictments—which are not connected 
to traditional deterrence dynamics—then country A might not be deterred by 
B’s retaliatory actions. The European Union and US Justice and Treasury De-
partments are currently locked into the latter scenario. It is uncertain whether 
their actions deter anyone or impose relevant costs on adversarial operations.

Fourth, cyber deterrence partially succeeds if country A attacks country B, 
and B responds by attacking country C due to misattribution. If country A 
deliberately left behind forensic evidence that would point toward country C 
(i.e., a false flag operation), then B’s cyber deterrence posture inherently 
failed. However, if country B experienced a massive intelligence failure on its 
end and struck country C purely by mistake, then B’s willingness to forcefully 
respond against country C might deter A from future attacks. In this scenario, 
only three of Libicki’s prerequisites would need to be fulfilled. Given the 
complexity of this scenario, we have not yet witnessed anything like it in 
cyberspace.

Fifth, if hostilities between country A and B (1) can be curtailed to episodic 
engagements, (2) are limited in their intensity, (3) remain constrained to the 
cyber domain, and (4) do not pull in civilian targets or allied forces, cyber 
deterrence could theoretically succeed in what Herman Kahn describes as a 
state of limited conflict or “agreed battle.”106 However, if any of those tacitly 
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agreed on limitations are broken, deterrence fails, and escalation might reign 
supreme. For this interaction to play out, the only prerequisite necessary is for 
A and B to be able to correctly attribute each other’s cyberattacks.

Scenario two combined with scenario five is where persistent engagement 
currently falls within the deterrence conundrum. Persistent engagement ne-
cessitates effectively communicating redlines (scenario two), but in contrast 
to traditional deterrence thinking, it also actively seeks out adversarial con-
tact (scenario five).

When Is Cyber Deterrence Unsuccessful?
First, deterrence fails if country A conducts a “first strike” against country 

B without country B responding in self- defense. This reaction may be due to 
simple self- restraint, entanglement, or paralysis by analysis. A war- gaming 
example for such behavior was observed by Jacquelin Schneider, assistant 
professor in the Strategic and Operational Research Department at the US 
Naval College, during the DoD’s annual war- game series Deterrence and Es-
calation Game in Review (DEGRE) in 2011. According to Schneider, the red 
team conducted offensive cyber operations against blue prior to any conven-
tional military exchange. Instead of responding in kind, the blue defense lead 
explained, “I do not feel any of the cyber- attacks raised to the level where re-
taliation was needed and/or warranted! It was not risking nuclear war!”107 
Most of the other blue players echoed the sentiment, with one commenting 
that “cyber- attacks[,] although annoying[,] do not appear crippling.”108 Yet 
when blue discussed employing offensive cyber operations themselves, they 
immediately self- restrained by creating “an equivalency between cyber opera-
tions and nuclear attack,” arguing that “any cyber attack would necessarily 
lead to a nuclear response.”109 The example illustrates the meatspace logics 
and assumptions being made on the strategic level when it comes to deter-
rence by punishment and cross- domain deterrence. They also fundamentally 
contradict the logics of war entailing the maximization versus the moderation 
of force. As Clausewitz wrote in On War, “to introduce the principle of mod-
eration into the theory of war itself would always lead to logical absurdity.”110

Second, cyber deterrence fails if country B preemptively attacks country A. 
Such was the case in DEGRE’s 2012 exercise. As Schneider noted, the blue 
team went all in on preemptive cyber network operations to “degrade the 
enemy’s ability to conventionally respond to US operations.”111 Schneider 
stated that “the perception by the blue team was that blue was just as vulner-
able . . . as the red team [if not more so] . . .  and therefore had to preemptively 
strike red’s ability to conduct both cyber and kinetic attacks against blue com-
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mand and control.”112 While this example is close to the logics of persistent 
engagement, it is also much more aggressive in nature. The caveat here is that 
while persistent engagement aims to create friction within an adversary’s 
cyber capabilities and infrastructure, the blue team in DEGRE conducted of-
fensive cyber operations to degrade and affect the red team’s conventional 
war- fighting capabilities. That being said, country B might succeed in estab-
lishing a cyber deterrence posture after hostilities have ceased in this scenario.

Third, cyber deterrence fails when strategic signaling between both coun-
tries collapses at the most basic level. This was the case in DEGRE’s 2013 war- 
game exercise. As Schneider explains, the blue team started by implementing 
strict rules of engagement on computer network exploitation to create a de-
terrence policy that would disincentivize red from conducting preemptive 
cyberattacks. This approach led to the rather absurd situation where blue 
worried about the detection of their cyber espionage efforts (not attack) amid 
a naval blockade that saw the exchange of gunfire and 20 of red’s aircraft being 
shot down. Blue even tried to refine its deterrence policy by using cyber op-
erations as a means of “signal[ing] potential capability while trying to avoid 
inadvertently signaling aggression or the willingness to escalate.”113 Schneider 
observes that “the red team failed to understand this elegant distinction.”114 In 
terms of responses, the blue team viewed red’s cyberattacks “as less escalatory 
than other kinetic options and therefore believed it was not worth a response.”115

And fourth, cyber deterrence fails if country A initiates hostilities, country 
B responds proportionally, and country A repeatedly escalates, potentially 
locking both into an escalation ladder. An example of such a crisis escalation 
scenario was on display during the four- day Schriever Wargame in 2010, 
hosted by Air Force Space Command and featuring some 600 military, civil-
ian, and allied players.116 According to Maj Gen Susan J. Helms, director of 
Plans and Policy at US Strategic Command, hostilities commenced when “in 
a response to a perceived provocation, a regional adversary disabled the cyber 
and space assets of a key US ally.”117 While debating how to deter attacks on 
US and allied space and cyber capabilities, the blue team realized that the 
enemy continued to attack time and time again and “was not deterred from 
further escalation.” General Helms added, “As we came to learn, the leaders of 
this provocative regional state had defined their objectives (although those 
objectives were not obvious to us) and had already thought through the over-
all costs and benefits of their plan. In other words, they had assessed our likely 
behavior in the context of the scenario at hand, determined that, for them, the 
benefits of action outweighed the risks and they made their decision to ‘move 
out.’ At that point, options for deterrence by the US and her allies were ‘late 
to need.’ ”118
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Granted, these war- gaming examples are not ideal cases to adequately re-
flect the decision- making dynamics playing out regarding cyberspace. But 
they provide valuable insights into the flawed logics and strategic concerns 
that hinder developing sensible deterrence strategies and enabling opera-
tional tactics in the cyber domain.

Further Thoughts
In the absence of specific operational insights, tactical thinking, and deter-

rence success stories, we can still roughly deduce what deterrence effects are 
currently attainable given the publicly visible mechanisms and their limita-
tions. First, we can build up a cyber deterrence posture, but we cannot create 
enough psychological pressure to deter adversarial actions. Second, we can 
change adversarial behavior, but we cannot deter adversarial targeting. Third, 
we can burn adversarial tooling and infrastructure, but we cannot deter adver-
saries from regenerating capabilities. Fourth, we can partially halt individual 
adversarial operations in the short term, but we cannot deter adversarial cam-
paigns over the long run.

If we pair these four attainable effects and limitations with the uncertainty 
about whether escalation dynamics between state actors in cyberspace can and 
do manifest themselves similarly to real space, then one way to theoretically 
enhance cyber deterrence is to significantly ramp up offensive cyber opera-
tions. Persistent engagement does that to a certain degree, but it likely neces-
sitates an even more aggressive posture. It would have to put aside the law of 
armed conflict and target adversarial civilian critical infrastructure and the 
private lives of individual adversarial operators and their loved ones during 
peacetime. While this level of aggression will likely be deemed by many law-
yers, policy makers, and academic researchers as unlawful, inhumane, and 
morally despicable, this approach will also highly likely succeed in breaking 
down the psychological barriers and tactical misconceptions on the strategic 
level that the DEGRE and Schriever war games laid bare. The fundamentals 
that underpin current cyber deterrence thinking have to radically change be-
cause we likely cannot prevent adversarial targeting and operations against 
our civilian critical infrastructure and government IT systems. But we have 
the ability to impose a high price for adversaries hitting those systems.

Another potential avenue for advancing the cyber deterrence discussion 
is to increase focus on the counterintelligence and psychological warfare ele-
ments. If, as some researchers rightfully argue, cyber is fundamentally an 
intelligence contest, then fighting on that battlefield will naturally have to 
encompass physically hunting down and assassinating individual adversarial 
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cyber operators.119 Other clandestine operations could also, for instance, seek 
to mobilize cybercriminals and other non- state hackers in adversarial or 
third- country territory to undermine government infrastructure and services 
or run false flag operations against third states. However, doing so would re-
quire that the Department of Justice use its intelligence to turn cybercrimi-
nals rather than indict them and publicly calling them out, while the CIA 
would have to move resources to train, support, and direct opposition hackers 
and other antigovernment forces in- country or in third countries. One poten-
tial example of this dynamic currently at play might be the group calling itself 
Indra, which ran a series of campaigns against Syrian targets in 2019–20 and 
is now notoriously known for attacking Iran’s railroad system in July 2021.120 
According to Indra’s Twitter account, the group’s mission is to “bring a stop to 
the horrors of [Iran’s Quds Force] and its murderous proxies in the region!”121 
Itay Cohen, senior researcher at Checkpoint, explains that “it is very possible 
that Indra is a group of hackers, made up of opponents of the Iranian regime, 
acting from either inside or outside the country, that has managed to develop 
its own unique hacking tools and is using them very effectively.”122 It could 
also well be that Indra is a fictional group created as a cover story to run of-
fensive cyber operations spearheaded by a foreign intelligence agency.

On the psychological warfare front, some researchers have argued for the 
increased usage of hack- and- leak operations to discredit political figures in 
adversarial states, undermine the image of an adversarial government agency, 
or polarize the domestic public discourse in a target country. While doing so 
is certainly achievable given the right material, propagation tools, and narra-
tive, it is doubtful whether the psychological outcome will culminate in de-
terrence. To produce deterrence effects, we likely must generate substantial 
psychological pressure amounting to a distinct form of terror that does not 
rely on uncertainty or doubt. However, it would signal our aggressiveness and 
willingness to inflict continuous pain and substantial suffering on individual 
operators and adversaries for the slightest infraction. Actions could include 
anything from doxing, stalking, and spinning the rumor mill to vicious cam-
paigns harassing operators and their loved ones for weeks, months, or even 
years after they quit their service for the state. Over time, the adversarial 
operator will pay the price with the slow breakdown of their own psyche, 
family bonds, relationship with the state, place in society, and any other 
meaningful connection they had in their life. The goal of this approach would 
be the total dismantling of the operators themselves and the evaporation of 
any normalcy in their lives. The military targeting rules of necessity, propor-
tionality, distinction, and humanity would not apply to this sort of operation, 
and any attempts to create reference points concerning what is deemed acceptable 
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or unacceptable behavior in cyberspace will likely have to seize to exist. If 
deterrence is the goal, then norms and international law—as currently con-
ceptualized to apply in cyberspace—are highly likely a hindrance for deter-
rence effects to manifest themselves.

Conclusion
The discourse on cyber deterrence is a melting pot of ideas, concepts, and 

experiments meant to continuously twist, bend, and refine our understanding, 
from the conflict dynamics playing out in cyberspace to the psychological 
deterrence effects taking root inside the human mind. At least, that is how it 
ought to be. With the exception of persistent engagement, cyber deterrence 
thinking has to a large degree treaded intellectual water due to the absence of 
access to operational data and insights into the tactical decision- making 
processes. As a means to circumvent this substantial gap, academics have 
turned to recycling and transposing known deterrence mechanisms onto the 
cyber domain to mirror known outcomes elsewhere. Overall, those efforts 
have had limited practical success or could even be considered counterproduc-
tive to the creation of a cyber deterrence theory. The war games mentioned 
hold some key evidence for why a focus on strategic deterrence thinking 
alone is inherently insufficient when trying to optimize decision- making pro-
cesses for conflict in the cyber domain. Until academics and war- game par-
ticipants understand the realities of how militaries defend, fight, and win in 
cyberspace, cyber discussions—and to a larger degree, escalation dynamics—
will remain deductive, reductive, and superficial. Nonetheless, the field of cy-
ber deterrence is not a dead end. But progress in the field necessitates that 
researchers understand what effects we are currently able to create, what ef-
fects we cannot yet create, and which ones we would have to create to deter 
adversaries in and through cyberspace. Only through access to military 
thinking on the art of cyber, continuous experimentation, expedient practical 
adaptation, and out- of- the- box thinking will academics and military tacti-
cians be able to piece together the puzzle that binds tactical and operational 
actions to produce the deterrence effects that we so desperately crave to cre-
ate in cyberspace.
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